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Abstract

Movie production is a complex process which
depends on key stakeholders at various stages.
In particular, given a new movie screenplay,
green-lighting its production depends on stu-
dio executives who must evaluate the potential
for success of the movie based on factors such
as market landscape, movie storyline, etc. So
there is a need to build a tool to aid the process.
In this work, we present a method to evalu-
ate the quality of a screenplay based solely on
linguistic cues. First, we choose a metric for
quality, and then extract lexical, movie-related
features, and then some domain-specific fea-
tures for quality prediction. Our definition
for “quality” comes from movies nominated at
major film festivals and awards. We will per-
form experiments with the features using Sup-
port Vector Machines (SVMs), Tree-based al-
gorithms and Neural Networks (NN). We be-
lieve our work can potentially shed light on the
screenplay development and the foci of a qual-
ity movie script.

1 Introduction

The motion picture industry is a multi-billion dol-
lar business worldwide (Lash and Zhao, 2016).
Decisions in selecting movies to be produced are
critical to the profitability and reputation of a
movie studio (Vogel, 2014). However, determin-
ing factors for the financial and artistic success of
a film is a non-trivial task, with a large subjective
element. Particularly, the selection of the screen-
play, which happens in the crucial initial develop-
ment phase of movie production, has a large influ-
ence on the financial budget and quality of the final
movie production. Thus, an objective and reliable
tool to evaluate the quality of a screenplay is of
vital importance to aid the green-lighting process.

Here, we want to highlight that domain knowl-
edge in screenplays may bring numerous bene-
fits in selecting the most relevant textual proper-

Figure 1: Script excerpt from “xXx,” an American ac-
tion movie released in 2002.

ties for the prediction of script quality (Gunter,
2018). Following ideas inspired by writing guide-
lines (Brown), we explore features along three
specific aspects – linguistic diversity, emotion, and
writing style. Such interpretable features may also
offer opportunities for an enhanced understand-
ing of the essential elements in high-quality movie
scripts. Besides, we hope to automatically ex-
tract these important characteristics to help ob-
tain a comprehensive assessment of screenplays
in a more efficient way, i.e., to support the green-
lighting process in the industry.

Unlike existing literature that primarily inves-
tigates using screenplays to predict the box of-
fice performance (Eliashberg et al., 2006), our
work focuses on measuring quality as defined as
whether or not a movie will be nominated for a
film festival. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first approach that aims at measuring screen-
play quality, and there is a need for approaches
which could systematically evaluate the quality of
the screenplay.

2 Dataset

In this work, we plan to use the movie screenplays
collected by (Ramakrishna et al., 2017). It con-
tains 945 Hollywood movies, from 12 different
genres (1920 – 2016). We choose this corpus be-
cause it is larger than others (Banchs, 2012) in size
and also provides actors utterances parsed from
the scripts, as shown in Figure 1, which makes the
preprocessing relatively light-weight.

Another dataset that we will be using is



Figure 2: Script excerpt from “10 things I hate about
you,” an American action movie released in 1999.

ScriptBase-J (Gorinski and Lapata, 2018) which
contains 906 movies after preprocessing, ranging
from 1920 – 2017. An example can be referenced
in Figure 2.

2.1 Screenplay Quality Metric

On top of the parsed scripts, we label the screen-
plays nominated for film festivals as quality
”ground truth”. The venues where we collect from
are the most well-known and professional prizes
in honoring top quality screenplays over the years,
which include “Writers Guild of America Award”
(WGA), “Academy Awards” (Oscar), “Golden
Globe Awards” (GGA), and “British Academy of
Film and Television Arts Awards” (BAFTA). In
this work, we define movies nominated for either
original screenplay or adapted screenplay nomi-
nees as “high (award) quality” and the rest as “low
(award) quality.”

3 Features

Inspired by (Eliashberg et al., 2014), we con-
struct our domain specific feature sets by starting
from collecting text statistics, metadata and con-
tent variables. In addition, we explore features that
cover diversity-related, emotion-related, and writ-
ing style-related angle.

Diversity. In this category, we will use two
types of features, type-token ratio and scene-level
autoencoder clustering. (Kao and Jurafsky,
2012) justified that type-token ratio is helpful for
decerning creative poetry works from mediocre
ones, and we suppose the effect would be the
same for screenplays. The concept of scene-
level autoencoder clustering is similar to topic
models – we feed all texts on a scene level into
an autoencoder model and perform clustering
on the intermediate representations, and finally
histogram the clustering result for each movie.
We belive the histogram of clusters can represent

components of movie scripts.
Emotion. In affective computing domain,

Valence-Arousal-Dominance (VAD) and Basic
Emotions are two types of measures for emotion
representation. We plan to use (Mohammad,
2018a) and (Mohammad, 2018b) lexicons for
measuring VAD and and word affect intensity
respectively.
Writing Style. Our definition for writing style is

in measuring consistency in characters’ linguistic
portralys and again in their emotion changes
from act to act. We belive that main characters’
language use and sentiment level would change
accordingly in the progression of the story.
There is a long history in statitical modeling for
behavioral activity curve. We will use a certain
type (Dawadi et al., 2016) for modeling activity
curve and use (Fast et al., 2016) for a more
comprehensive emotional consistency modeling.

4 Models

In this work, we will implement traditional ma-
chine learning classifiers like SVM, XGBoost, and
MLP for predictionto see how each feature we pro-
pose perform..

On top of traditional algorithms, we plan to uti-
lize the recent advancements of NN architecture
for document classification. First, we are going to
implement several widely used architectures such
as Hierarchical Attention Network (HAN) (Yang
et al., 2016), Bow-CNN (Johnson and Zhang,
2014), XML-CNN (Liu et al., 2017), and Bi-
LSTM (Adhikari et al., 2019). Second, we plan to
modify the NN architectures based on screenplay
writing theory (Weiland) to better capture the spe-
cial structure of best practices in screenplay writ-
ing. Finally, aside from plain NN models, we will
be incorporating our domain-specific features into
the NN models and get a better look into the topic
we proposed.
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